To promote the development of underwater robot picking in sea farms, we propose an underwater open-sea farm object detection dataset called UDD. Concretely, UDD consists of 3 categories (seacucumber, seaurchin, and scallop) with 2227 images. To the best of our knowledge, it's the first dataset collected in a real open-sea farm for underwater robot picking and we also propose a novel Poisson-blending-embedded Generative Adversarial Network (Poisson GAN) to overcome the class-imbalance and massive small objects issues in UDD. By utilizing Poisson GAN to change the number, position, even size of objects in UDD, we construct a large scale augmented dataset (AUDD) containing 18K images. Besides, in order to make the detector better adapted to the underwater picking environment, a dataset (Pre-trained dataset) for pre-training containing 590K images is also proposed. Finally, we design a lightweight network (UnderwaterNet) to address the problems that detecting small objects from cloudy underwater pictures and meeting the efficiency requirements in robots. Specifically, we design a depth-wise-convolution-based Multi-scale Contextual Features Fusion (MFF) block and a Multi-scale Blursampling (MBP) module to reduce the parameters of the network to 1.3M at 48FPS, without any loss on accuracy. Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of the proposed UnderwaterNet, Poisson GAN, UDD, AUDD, and Pre-trained datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater robot picking means using robots to grab mariculture organisms like seacucumber, seaurchin, or scallop in an open-sea farm automatically where underwater object detection is the first and key step. In recent years, due to the superior feature representation ability of deep CNNs [1] , [2] and the availability of large datasets (MS COCO [3] ), general object detection achieved remarkable success. However, less progress has been made in underwater object detection, because there are still some tough challenges which mainly come from 3 aspects:
A. Insufficient training data
Massive training data is the cornerstone of deep learning. But because the cost of underwater collection and annotation is much more expensive than general datasets, there is still not a large real underwater sea farm dataset for underwater robot picking, which directly limits detectors generalization and robustness. 
B. Variable water color and massive small objects
Due to the water refraction and scattering of natural light, underwater environment can be very different throughout a day. Meanwhile, compared with the vast scale of ocean space, all objects tend to be small. These aggravate the difficulty of underwater objects detection.
C. Efficiency requirements
In underwater robot picking, the detector is the key part of the system and it must be as fast as possible and has a good accuracy to meet the robot-embedding requirements.
Considering the above challenges, we have made 3 contributions in this paper to promote the development of underwater object detection, the key part of underwater robot picking.
First, we collect and propose an underwater open-sea farm object detection dataset (UDD) containing 3 categories (seacucumber, seaurchin, and scallop) with 2227 images and manually annotated with boxes. To simulate the real underwater grabbing environment, underwater robots and divers were employed to capture images from a real open-sea farm in the middle of winter at great risk, because seacucumbers can only be captured at this time.
Second, due to the inherent problems such as classimbalance and massive small objects in UDD, we propose Poisson GAN to expand UDD into 2 datasets: AUDD including 18K images and Pre-trained dataset including 590K images. AUDD is an extension of UDD and Pre-trained dataset could make the detector better adapted to the underwater picking environment. Compared with existing GAN-based data augmentation methods [4] , [5] , we embed Poisson blending [6] into the generator to change the number, position, even size of objects in an image. Furthermore, we design a Dual Restriction loss (DR loss) utilizing a combination of content loss and region loss to generate more realistic images. Our proposed Poisson GAN can solve the class-imbalance and massive small objects problems in underwater object detection more effectively while others can only change image styles. When training models, we train models on AUDD with pretrained parameters trained on Pre-trained dataset. This strategy improves detectors significantly compared with training with ImageNet pre-trained models or randomly initialized models on UDD.
Third, due to lots of star detectors [7] - [9] are evaluated on MS COCO, for a dataset containing massive small objects like our UDD, they may not perform as perfect as they do on MS COCO. Therefore, to satisfy detecting massive small objects from cloudy underwater pictures and meet the efficiency requirements in robots, we design UnderwaterNet, only containing 1.3M parameters and achieving the best speed / accuracy trade-off on the UDD test set. Within it, two lightweight components are designed: a pooling layer called Multi-scale Blursampling (MBP) module and a basic block called Multi-scale Contextual Features Fusion (MFF) block based on the depth-separable inverted bottleneck block [10] . Both of them can extract and fuse multi-scale features at the same time thus making UnderwaterNet achieve state-of-theart detect efficiency, and still stay high accuracy. Code and datasets will be released on https://github.com/chongweiliu soon.
In summary, the key contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• An underwater open-sea farm object detection dataset (UDD), a large-scale augmented underwater sea farm object detection dataset (AUDD), and Pre-trained dataset are proposed for underwater robot picking. • By combining conventional and deep learning methods, we propose Poisson GAN to change the number, position, even size of objects in an image for data augmentation of UDD, while existing GANs can barely do. • We design a lightweight UnderwaterNet with 2 efficient components to meet underwater robot picking requirements without any loss on accuracy.
II. RELATED WORK
This section briefly reviews 3 relevant fields, including underwater dataset, data augmentation with GAN, as well as underwater object detection.
A. Underwater Dataset
Due to the complexity of underwater scenes, collecting underwater images is difficult, both the type and the number of underwater datasets are far fewer than general datasets. Here we introduce one dataset for underwater robot picking and two datasets for fish research.
1) URPC 1 : It is an underwater object detection dataset provided by Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) for 12000 10000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0 0%-1% 1%-2% 2%-3% 3%-4% 4%-5% 5%-6% 6%-100%
The proportion of objects in UDD Number of objects underwater robot picking. It contains 18982 labeled images from 6 videos including 3 categories (seacucumbers, seaurchins, and scallops). But all the videos were filmed in an artificial offshore environment in summer and pictures from the same video look almost identical. Consequently, detectors trained on it fail to be used in real open-sea farms.
2) Fish4Knowledge [11] : It is a project funded by the European Union Seventh Framework Program in order to assist the study of marine ecosystems. This project publishes a dataset called F4K containing 27370 fish images whose size ranges from 20×20 to 200×200 pixels. However, classimbalance problem in this dataset is very serious, the number of most frequently seen fish is 12112 while the least is only 16. Some works [12] choose to manually filter the data and create a new dataset to ensure the performance of models.
3) Life-CLEF2014fish [13] : It consists of images and videos collected from Fish4Knowledge. This dataset can be used to perform 4 tasks: video-based fish identification, imagebased fish identification, image-based fish identification, and image-based fish species recognition.
Images in our proposed UDD are collected in a real opensea farm by robots and divers, which are the closest training data to the real picking environment for underwater robot picking task.
B. Data Augmentation With GAN
Data augmentation means adding more variation to the training data in order to improve the generalization capabilities of the model. Now, data augmentation strategies are widely used in training CNNs, like flipping, re-scaling, etc. Recently, GANs [14] have shown excellent performance on many image2image works [15] , [16] . There are also some works [17] , [18] using GAN on data augmentation. AugGAN [17] possesses structure-aware like semantic segmentation with soft weight-sharing, so the generated images are convincing enough to be trained. But the groundtruth used in this method should contain masks, which are inconvenient to be labeled. CycleGAN [18] only needs an unpaired dataset, thus reducing the difficulty of preparing training set, and there has been a large sum of works using CycleGAN to achieve data augmentation [4] , [5] . However, we still cannot ignore the defects of CycleGAN. It will cause over-fitting easily in generating images thus affecting models' accuracy.
Existing GAN-based methods have done great job in image classification by transforming the image styles, but they do not do well in object detection because they can not change the number, size, or position of objects in an image, which is vital important in detection. Therefore, we propose Poisson GAN to solve the problem.
C. Underwater Object Detection
The development of underwater object detection is similar to that of general object detection. Before CNNs, detectors are mainly based on the sliding-window paradigm with hand-craft features like SIFT [19] and HOG [20] . Mehdi etal. [21] adopt Haar [22] and shape feature in automated fish detection.
With the development of CNNs, CNN-based detectors achieve great improvement in detecting. Modern CNN-based object detection approaches can be roughly divided into two categories: two-stage method and one-stage method. Twostage methods (e.g., Faster R-CNN [23] , R-FCN [24] ) first propose generation (e.g., EdgeBoxes [25] , RPN [26] ) and then determine position and class of objects. They achieve state-ofthe-art performance, but need amount of computation, which cannot meet real-time requirements. One-stage methods unify the proposal and prediction processes, making detectors faster than two-stage methods. Redmon et al. propose YOLO [27] using an end-to-end CNN to directly predict each objects class and location, but there is still a large accuracy gap between YOLO and other two-stage methods. After that, SSD [7] adopts the concept of anchor boxes in [26] and tiles anchor boxes of different scales respectively on a certain layer to improve detection performance. Recently, lots of anchor-free one-stage methods [28] , [29] are proposed such as CornerNet [28] and CenterNet [29] . Inspired by above approaches, Li et al. [30] adopt Fast R-CNN [26] framework for underwater object detection. But a detector specially designed for underwater sea farm object detection is also needed to meet the robot-embedding requirements and the tough detection task, therefore we design UnderwaterNet.
III. PROPOSED UNDERWATER DETECTION DATASET
To address the lack of real open-sea farm dataset problem, we collect and annotate an underwater dataset called UDD from a real open-sea farm. It contains 2227 underwater images which has 3 types of marine organisms (seacucumber, seaurchin and scallop) and corresponding manually annotated coordinates. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first one collected from a real open-sea farm and is also the closest one to the ideal picking environment for underwater robot picking until now. 
A. Dataset Construction
Because the detector is a key part of the underwater picking system deployed in a robot, the best way to improve the performance of it is to use real picking environment images to train it. Therefore, to make the samples more diversified, we considered the different points of view (e.g., looking down, head-up, and strabismus), different scales (e.g., 720×405, 1920×1080, and 3840×2160), and different terrains (e.g., flat, slope, and stone) to diverse UDD when capturing images. By the way, we use an underwater high-definition camera handled by divers or robots to capture pictures. The divercaptured images are mainly used to provide more diverse samples. Some images in UDD are shown in Fig. 1 . This dataset includes 2227 pictures where 1827 for training and 400 for testing.
B. Dataset Analysis
1) The number of instances: The total number of objects is 15022. Seacucumber, seaurchin, and scallop are 1148, 13592, 282, respectively. Obviously, the class-imbalance problem is very serious, while this is the real distribution of the open-sea farm. To address this problem, we use Poisson GAN to expand UDD, which will be introduced in the next section.
2) Instance size distribution: We analyze the average size of objects in UDD. In general, smaller objects are harder to detect. For PASCAL VOC [3] or MS COCO [3] , roughly 50% of all objects occupy no more than 10% of the image itself, and the other evenly occupy from 10% to 100%. But UDD contains almost exclusively small instances as shown in Fig. 2 . More than 90% instances are less than 1.654% of the image size. The average object size is only 44 × 28 pixels when resizing images into 512×512 pixels, making up only 0.47% of the resized image size.
Almost all star detectors are evaluated on PASCAL VOC or MS COCO especially the later one. In MS COCO, the performance of detectors in detecting small objects is the weakest in mAP generally. Therefore, for a dataset containing massive small objects like our UDD, most detectors may not perform as perfect as they do in MS COCO or PASCAL VOC. It's necessary to design a detector to deal with massive small objects and stay high efficient at the same time for underwater robot picking. On the other hand, we also employ Poisson GAN to increase the number of big or medium objects, making detectors more robustness.
IV. POISSON GAN
To solve the tough problems including insufficient data and class-imbalance in UDD, Poisson GAN and a specially designed loss (DR loss) are proposed. Notably, Poisson GAN is proposed for underwater object detection while existing GANbased augmentation methods [4] , [5] are for classification.
In this section, we first introduce Poisson GAN. After that, AUDD and Pre-trained dataset will be described.
A. Network Architecture 1) Generator: Generator consists of Poisson blending phase and Learning phase. Poisson blending phase changes the number, size, or position of objects in the input image and eliminates the boundary of the fusion part to a certain extent. Learning phase further improves the image quality to get a more realistic image through a learned mapping.
Poisson blending phase. Compared to the diversity of the land scenes, underwater sea farm scenes are relatively simple thus Poisson blending can be employed to create relatively real pictures. We embed Poisson blending into generator to change the number, position, or size of objects when generating AUDD. The process of Poisson blending is illustrated in Fig.  4 left. We first crop X, Y, and Z seacucumbers, seaurchins and scallops from UDD respectively to build a object set P:
where A, B, C indicate seacucumber, seaurchin, and scallop, respectively. For each generation, we randomly select objects from P to do Poisson blending with a background image B ∈ R 3×720×405 to get a clone image C ∈ R 3×720×405 . Notably, we try to put the embedded objects in the vicinity of the same categories in order to ensure the rationality of the clone images. Because Poisson blending works perfectly only when the contours of embedded objects are well labeled, we also need the Learning phase to get more realistic images. Learning phase. Learning phase is inspired by [32] , an anime line art colorization GAN. We use U-net [33] as backbone structure as shown in Fig. 4 right and a stack of 3×3 convolution layers is used to construct the encoder. For the decoder, 4 stacks of ResNeXt blocks [34] are employed to construct, denoted as block n , n ∈ {1,...,4}. In the experiments, we set block n to [20, 10, 10, 5] .
2) Discriminator: The discriminator is also built with stacks of ResNeXt blocks and convolution layers as shown in Fig. 4 right. The architecture is similar to the setup of SRGAN [35] with some modifications. We employ same basic block used in the generator. We additionally stack more layers so that it can process 512×512 inputs.
3) Loss Function: In general, the loss function in GAN contains a generator loss and a discriminator loss. By leveraging the annotation information, we design DR loss as the generator loss. With a combination of content loss and region loss, DR loss can keep the original information on pixel level by penalizing the difference in fusion parts rather than the whole image area. Therefore, Poisson GAN can generate more realistic images. We adopt the original discriminator loss in [32] and the DR loss G is defined as:
where the λ 1 equals to 1e-4 in all experiments and the content loss L cont and the adversarial loss L adv are exactly as same as the loss functions in [32] . The region loss L reg can be defined as: where c, h, w denotes the number of channels, height and width of the feature maps and M ∈ R 1×w×h denotes the mask created by bounding boxes of embedded objects. We take the value of 100 for the pixels in boxes while the value of other areas is 0.1.
B. Image Pairs Used to Train Poisson GAN
Two images in one image pair should only differ in the edge information of the fusion part so that the generator can learn the mapping from fusion images to normal images. As we discussed in Poisson blending phase, underwater sea farm scenes are relatively simple thus we can create image pairs by covering objects in images of UDD with the same category objects cropped from clone images C directly. In view of appearance similarity of the same species, these two images (the original image and the processed image) are nearly the same except the edge information, so we can directly treat the original image as the real image and the processed image as the fake image.
C. Expanded Dataset
To build the object set P, we crop 1000 seaurchins, 150 seacucumbers, and 35 scallops from UDD, and then fuse them into background images through Poisson GAN.
1) AUDD dataset: We use images from UDD as background images to generate synthesize images by Poisson GAN. As a result, these images are nearly realistic and can be seen as a supplement of UDD as shown in Fig. 3 . This dataset contains 18661 images and has 18350 seacucumbers, 101422 seaurchins, and 9624 scallops, solving the insufficient data and class-imbalance problems to a certain extent.
2) Pre-trained dataset: We put cropped instances and background images from URPC or other underwater pictures we captured into the Poisson blending to build the Pre-trained dataset. The main purpose of this dataset is to provide a more robustness pre-trained model for a detector in underwater robot picking. There are up to 589080 images including different background colors, points of view, and terrains to make sure detectors get a good generalization and robustness.
V. UNDERWATERNET
As we discussed at the end of Section III, we need to design a detector to meet the massive small objects detection from cloudy underwater images and high efficient requirements. Therefore, UnderwaterNet and two simple but efficient modules are designed.
In this section, we first introduce the network architecture. MBP module and MFF block are then described in detail.
A. Network Architecture
The entire architecture is shown in Fig. 5 (a) . For the characters of anchor-free and nms-free, we adapt CenterNet [29] for our detector to improve the detection efficiency. Different from the backbones hand-crafted or searched from ImageNet, only 2 3×3 convolution layers and 8 MFF blocks with MBP are used to build our backbone because the features of small objects may be disappeared or distorted if there are too many layers in a backbone. The kernel sequences (see MFF) from Stage 2 to Stage 4 are all set into [3, 5, 7] , while in Stage 5 they are [3, 5, 7, 9] . To enhance the inner information flows, we use the concatenation of the output of the last 2 layers of Stage 2,3,4,5 to fuse when upsampling. Finally, we build the same head as CenterNet. The head has 3 maps: HeatMap predicting the center of an object; WHMap predicting the width and height of an object; OffsetMap predicting the offset between the predicted center and the real center of an object. For each map, the features of the backbone are passed through a 3×3 convolution, ReLU and, another 1×1 convolution layer and the resolution is a quarter of the input resolution. The loss function is also as same as that in [29] .
B. MBP
Detecting small objects from cloudy and dirty underwater images requires the high robustness of a detector. But as Blur-Pool [31] says, normal downsampling methods (MaxPooling, AveragePooling, and convolution with stride 2) dont have the capability to anti-alias, which could reduce the robustness of CNNs. To address this problem, we design the MBP module inspired by MixNet [36] and BlurPool. It can generate diverse downsampling feature maps and add only a little computation compared with MaxPooling. Fig. 5 (b) shows the structure of MBP module, which is composed of one MaxPooling with stride 1 and several BlurPool with stride 2. For an input feature map, it is first processed by the MaxPooling and split into N (N is the number of BlurPool) groups along channel axis. Then each group is processed by an independent BlurPool. Finally, we concatenate all the groups to get the final output. In all the experiments, we set N to 3.
BlurPool is an operation using a normalized Gaussian filter with stride 2 to downsample an input feature map. The method allows for a choice of blur kernel. In our module, we choose the following 3 different size filters ranging with increasing smoothing: Triangle-3 [1, 2, 1], Binomial-5 [1, 4, 6, 4, 1] , Binomial-7 [1, 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, 1] . The weights are normalized. The filters are the outer product of the following vectors with themselves.
C. MFF
To get a better performance in detecting small objects, a backbone needs to extract multi-scale features as much as possible. Many approaches [37] , [38] choose to fuse features after backbones extract features, while this means more layers are needed. Others [36] , [39] choose the way using different sizes of kernels or complex connection in one block to do this. Inspired by the latter and considering the efficiency requirements about underwater picking, we combine depthwise convolution and the connection way in Res2Net [39] to create the MFF block, which can extract and fuse multi-scale features at the same time. Fig. 5 (c) shows the structure of MFF block. For an input, the number of channels is first expanded N times (N is the number of kernel sequence we set, e.g., in Fig.  5 (c) the sequence is [3, 5, 7] ) by the first 1 × 1 convolution. Similar to the Res2Net module, the output feature map is split into N groups by channel, denoted by G i , i ∈ {1,...,N}. And then each group is processed by a depth-wise filters K i with the corresponding kernel size in kernel sequence. The output of K i is added to the following subset G i+1 , and then processed by K i+1 . The outputs of these parallel branches are concatenated and then fused by the final 1 × 1 convolution to reduce to output channels. Besides, we use 2 residual connections in our block: one is between the input and output feature map, the other is between the expanded feature maps. The final output of MFF block is a feature map aggregating multi-scale features, which is vital important in detecting small objects from cloudy underwater images.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. UnderwaterNet 1) Experimental Settings: All the experiments are conducted with CUDA 10.0 and cuDNN 7.3.1 backends on NVIDIA TITAN XP GPUs, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 v4. Our UnderwaterNet is implemented on PyTorch. The input size is 512×512 both in training and inference. Lookahead optimizer [50] with Adam [51] is employed and initial learning rate is set to 2.3e-5. Batch size is 32. We employ the zero-mean normalization, random flip, random scaling (between 0.6 to 1.3), and cropping for data augmentation.
2) Ablation Studies: We evaluate UnderwaterNet on UDD test set to investigate the effect of each part of it. All models were trained from scratch for 1600 epochs.
Ablation on MBP. MaxPool and MaxBlurPool [31] with different kernel size are used to compare with MBP as shown in Table II . Our method is 5.5% higher than MaxPool due to anti-aliasing and multi-scale. Our method also achieves the highest accuracy among MaxBlurPools with a single kernel size, indicating the multi-level blur strategy is better for small object detection from cloudy underwater images.
Ablation on MFF. Compared with the original block in MobileNetv2 [10] , we use different kernel size and add skip connections between branches in MFF. Table III shows results with different settings. For the MFF, the first row equals to the block in MobileNetV2 [10] , the second one equals to the block in MixNet [36] , and the third one is a standard MFF block. As we can see, different kernel and skip connection operations improve the accuracy by 4.6% compared with the first one. The results show that our MFF block is more suitable than blocks in MobileNetv2 or MixNet to extract and represent features from the underwater open-sea scenes under the same layer configurations. [31] 44.9% MaxBlurPool (k=5) [31] 46.0% MaxBlurPool (k=7) [31] 46.4% MBP (ours) 47.4% [3, 5, 7] OR [3, 5, 7, 9] 
3) Comparison With Other Methods on UDD:
We use some public real-time methods and lightweight backbones to compare with UnderwaterNet. For a fair comparison, all the models are trained to convergence from scratch with same hyper-parameters and do not employ any test augmentation (e.g., flip test or multi-scale test) but employ the same data augmentation mentioned in Experimental Settings. Both training and inference were conducted on a same server. Results are shown in Table I . Fig. 6 shows UnderwaterNet detection results.
Among all the methods, UnderwaterNet outperforms other models with the least parameters (only 1.3M) and also gives the best speed / accuracy trade-off. It runs at 48FPS with 47.4% mAP 50 and has the highest accuracy on both seaurchin and scallop. The ablation studies and comparisons indicate that UnderwaterNet with MBP and MFF is designed well to deal with the characteristics of UDD and finally get the excellent performance considering the number of parameters. But all the methods fail to get a great performance on detecting seacucumber and scallop (basically under 30%) because of the insufficient training objects and class-imbalance problems of UDD. Our work address the problems by generating and utilizing AUDD.
B. Poisson GAN
1) Experimental Settings: Our Poisson GAN is implemented on PyTorch. The input size is 512×512 both in training and inference. Adam is employed and the learning rate is initialized into 1e-4 in both generator and discriminator, then decreased to 1e-5 after 125K iterations. Our experiments are conducted on a single NVIDIA TITAN XP GPU and the batch size is 4.
2) Pre-trained Dataset:
We conduct experiments to find out the performance of different initializations (Scratch, Ima-geNet pre-trained model, and the pre-trained model from Pretrained dataset) in underwater open-sea farm object detection. YOLOv3 is trained for 70 epochs on Pre-trained dataset to get the pre-trained model. YOLOv3 is trained on AUDD with 3 different models and tested on the UDD test set as shown in Table IV .
Obviously, compared with the original result on UDD (see TABLE I), AUDD is powerful on solving the insufficient training data and class-imbalance problems in UDD. With our Pre-trained model, YOLOv3 can be improved significantly from 46.8% to 80.5% on mAP 50 , which is 11.7% higher than Scratch and 9.0% higher than ImageNet. It shows the Pretrained Dataset can provide an excellent initialization for the detector in underwater open-sea farm object detection. 
3) Comparison With Image-to-Image Translation GANs:
We use some image2image GANs [52] - [55] to compare with our Poisson GAN. GAN-based augmentation methods usually use image2image GANs to generate unreal images as shown in Fig. 7 to improve classifiers in the image classification task. But for small objects in UDD, images generated by them may change the texture of objects or even disappear the objects. The class-imbalance problem can not be solved by the transformation. Therefore, they can't be used to generate an expanded dataset like AUDD to improve the detector empirically.
In contrast, Poisson GAN can change the position of objects and remain both the objects and underwater environment textures. The images generated by it are real enough to be the supplement of UDD. 4) Comparison With Other Methods: We use some available augmentation methods [56] - [60] which can be used in general object detection to compare with our Poisson GAN. Examples are shown in Fig. 8 . GridMask, RErase, Cutout, and HaS drop image information in different ways and Mixup mixes 2 images up to do augmentation. In Table  V , UnderwaterNet with our pre-trained model is trained on AUDD in Poisson GAN and on UDD in others and all the models are tested on the UDD test set. Baseline means using random flip, random scaling (between 0.6 to 1.3), and cropping to train UnderwaterNet. In GridMask, RErase, Cutout, and HaS, the corresponding method is first used before using the baseline augmentation mentioned above. In Mixup, the baseline augmentation is first used. The baseline augmentation is also employed in Poisson GAN. Finally, the image is normalized to around zero. All the models are trained to convergence.
Among all the methods, information-dropping methods (i.e., GridMask, RErase, Cutout, HaS) perform lower than Baseline because dropping information could make the class-imbalance problem more serious. Mixup improves by 2.5% compared with Baseline on flip testing but still can't compare with Poisson GAN, which achieves the significant improvement (up to 22.7% compared with Baseline on mAP 50 ) and solves the class-imbalance problem to a great extent. Moreover, Poisson GAN could also use Mixup to further improve performance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we constructed an underwater open-sea farm object detection dataset (UDD) to promote the development of underwater robot picking. Then Poisson GAN was proposed to solve the inherent problems including class-imbalance and insufficient training data in UDD by generating AUDD and Pre-trained datasets. Besides, UnderwaterNet with MFF block and MBP module was designed to deal with massive small objects in UDD and stay high efficient at the same time for underwater robot picking. Finally, we conducted experiments to verify the effectiveness of UnderwaterNet, Poisson GAN, UDD, AUDD, and Pre-trained datasets.
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